Abstract. Aggregation functions on [0, 1] with annihilator 0 can be seen as a generalized product on [0, 1]. We study the generalized product on the bipolar scale [−1, 1], stressing the axiomatic point of view. Based on newly introduced bipolar properties, such as the bipolar increasingness, bipolar unit element, bipolar idempotent element, several kinds of generalized bipolar product are introduced and studied. A special stress is put on bipolar semicopulas, bipolar quasi-copulas and bipolar copulas.
Introduction
Recall that an aggregation function A : [0, 1] 2 → [0, 1] is characterized by boundary conditions A(0, 0) = 0 and A(1, 1) = 1, and by the increasingness of A, i.e., the sections A(x, ·) and A(·, y) are increasing for each x, y ∈ [0, 1]. For more details see [2, 5] 
Moreover P is a complete lattice (with respect to pointwise suprema and infima), and it contains, among others, geometric mean G, harmonic mean H, minimum M , etc. Convex sums of these extremal generalized products, give rise to a parametric family connecting them.
The most distinguished subclasses of P are -the class S of semicopulas, i.e., aggregation functions from P having e = 1 as neutral element, S(x, 1) = S(1, x) = x for all x ∈ [0, 1], see [1, 3] ; -the class T of triangular norms, i.e., of associative and commutative semicopulas, [9, 13] ; -the class Q of quasi-copulas, i.e. 1−Lipschitz aggregation functions from P (observe that Q S), [12] ; -the class C of copulas, i.e. supermodular functions from P (observe that C Q), [12] .
Observe that the product Π belongs to any of mentioned classes, similarly as M . Among several applications of the generalized product functions, recall their role as conjunctions in fuzzy logic [8] , or their role of multiplications in the area of general integrals [10, 14] .
Integration on bipolar scale
(we will use the same notation Π for the product independently of the actual scale). Up to standard product Π applied, e.g., in the case of Choquet integral on [−1, 1], or in the case of bipolar capacities based Choquet integral, Grabisch [4] has introduced a symmetric Sugeno integral on [−1, 1] based on the symmetric minimum
The aim of this paper is to generalize the bipolar product on [−1, 1] in a way similar to generalized product on [0, 1], and to study special classes of such generalizations. Clearly, the idea to study generalized products stems from bipolar integrals. In turn, bipolar integrals are inserted in the rich domain of bipolarity. A wide literature, developed in very recent years, has demonstrated how bipolarity must be considered in modeling human reasoning.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, several properties of bipolar functions are proposed, and the generalized bipolar product is introduced. Section 3 is devoted to bipolar semicopulas and bipolar triangular norms, while in Section 4 we study bipolar quasi-copulas and bipolar copulas. Finally, some concluding remarks are added. Recall that a mapping S :
Generalized Bipolar Product
] is a semicopula [1, 3] , whenever it is nondecreasing in both variables and 1 is the neutral element, i.e., S(
Simple bipolar semicopulas B S , introduced for bipolar universal integrals in [6] Similarly, inspired by the symmetric minimum B M , we introduce the notion of a bipolar idem potent element.
Recall that the class P of generalized products on [0, 1] can be characterized as the class of all the increasing mappings F :
Inspired by this characterization, we introduce the class BP of all generalized bipolar products as follows. 
Theorem 1. B ∈ BP if and only if there are
and
As in the case of generalized products on the scale [0, 1], to obtain a parametric family connecting B * and B * it is enough to consider their convex sum.
Bipolar Semicopulas and Bipolar t-norms
Based on the idea of a bipolar neutral element e = 1, we introduce now the bipolar semicopulas, compare also [7] .
Definition 6. A mapping
B : [−1, 1] 2 → [−1, 1
] is called a bipolar semicopula whenever it is bipolar increasing and 1 is a bipolar neutral element of B.
Based on Theorem 1 we have the next result 
It is not difficult to check that the extremal bipolar semicopulas are related to extremal semicopulas M (the greatest semicopula given by M (x, y) = min(x, y)) and Z (the smallest semicopula, called also the drastic product, and given by Z(x, y) = min(x, y) if 1 ∈ {x, y} and Z(x, y) = 0 else).
We have also the next results.
Proposition 1.
Let B ∈ B be a bipolar semicopula such that each x ∈ [0, 1] is its bipolar idempotent element. Then B = B M is the symmetric minimum introduced by Grabisch [4] .
Associativity of binary operations (binary functions) is a strong algebraic property, which, in the case of bipolar semicopulas characterizes a particular subclass of B.
Theorem 2. A bipolar semicopula B ∈ B is associative if and only if B is a simple bipolar semicopula, B = B S , where S ∈ S is an associative semicopula.
Typical examples of associative bipolar semicopulas are the product Π and the symmetric minimum B M . Recall that a symmetric semicopula S ∈ S, i.e., S(x, y) = S(y, x) for all x, y ∈ [0, 1], which is also associative is called a triangular norm [13, 9] . 
Observe that the genuine n-ary extension 
Note that several construction methods for bipolar semicopulas were proposed in [7] .
Bipolar Quasi-copulas and Copulas
In this section, we extend the notion of quasi-copulas and copulas acting on the unipolar scale [0, 1] to the bipolar scale [−1, 1].
Definition 8.
Let B ∈ BP be 1−Lipschitz, i.e.,
Then B is called a bipolar quasi-copula.
Based on theorem 1 we have the following result.
Corollary 2. B ∈ GP is a bipolar quasi-copula if and only if
Evidently, each bipolar quasi-copula is also a bipolar semicopula.
Definition 9.
Let B ∈ GP has a bipolar neutral element e = 1 and let B be supermodular, i.e.,
Then B is called a bipolar copula.
Corollary 3. B ∈ GP is a bipolar copula if and only if
Observe that each bipolar copula B is also a bipolar quasi-copula, and that the class of all bipolar quasi-copulas BQ is a sup − (inf −) closure of the class BC of all bipolar copulas. Π and B M are typical example of simple bipolar copulas.
As an example of a bipolar copula B which is not simple, we consider the function
where C 1 , C 2 ∈ C are Farlie-Gumbel-Morgenstern copulas [12] given by
Concluding Remarks
We have introduced and discussed bipolar generalizations of the product, including bipolar semicopulas, bipolar triangular norms, bipolar quasi-copulas and bipolar copulas. Observe that our approach to bipolar aggregation can be seen as a particular case of the multi-polar aggregation proposal as given in [11] for dimension n=2. Though there is a minor overlap with conjunctive aggregation functions in the area of Atanassov's intuitionistic framework, our concept is rather different (especially, the bipolar neutral element makes the difference). Observe that our approach brings a generalization of the product (considered as a multiplication for integrals) into the bipolar framework, where it is supposed to play the role of multiplication when constructing integrals. For the future research, it could be interesting to look on our generalized product as a conjunctivelike connective and the try to develop a dual concept of generalized bipolar sums, and related bipolar connectives. We expect application of our results in multicriteria decision support when considering bipolar scales, especially when dealing with bipolar capacities based integrals. Observe that simple bipolar semicopulas were already applied when introducing universal integrals on the bipolar scale [−1, 1], see [6] .
